
THE HAMMER’S BLOW 

Lyrics: Erik Hansen, Brad Kennaugh 

  

Solo – Be Roth 

  

The ruins of social decay lay at my feet 

A foundation of dreams has turned into deceit 

Visions from a few with grandeur in their eyes 

In a pit of despair, for many drugs rule their lives 

  

A maze in our mind of what the future will find 

We twist and we bind as we cross over the lines 

  

FEAR - Gripped by the fear that permeates my mind 

FALL - I'm falling through the hourglass of time 

FEAR - The questions with no answers paralyze 

FALL - The hammer coming down on all mankind 

  

The sickness grows the more you feed upon its waste 

The bubble bursts, so grotesque, acidic to the taste 

Struggle through life just to find that nothing’s left 

The noose pulls tight as you’re gasping for breath 

  

A maze in our mind of what the future will find 

We twist and we bind as we cross over the lines 

  

FEAR - Gripped by the fear that permeates my mind 

FALL - I'm falling through the hourglass of time 

FEAR - The questions with no answers paralyze 

FALL - The hammer coming down on all mankind 

  

Solo – Hansen/Be Roth/Hansen 

  

A maze in our mind of what the future will find 

We twist and we bind as we cross over the lines 

  

FEAR - Gripped by the fear that permeates my mind 

FALL - I'm falling through the hourglass of time 

FEAR - The questions with no answers paralyze 

FALL - The hammer coming down on all mankind 

 



NIGHTMARE 

Lyrics: Erik Hansen, Brad Kennaugh 

  

A piercing fatal blow 

Death raining from above 

Engulfing inferno cloud 

Shock and awe has just begun 

Has science defeated God? 

It burns in the minds of men 

Scorching winds of the blast 

Bathe all life in nuclear sin 

  

Chaotic chasm of death 

Atomic half-life left 

Fiery isotope rain 

Searing flesh, agonizing pain 

Chaotic chasm of death 

Atomic half-life left 

Fiery isotope rain 

Searing flesh, agonizing pain 

  

In the reaper’s grip 

His blade eviscerates 

No reprieve at the end 

From our self-inflicted fate 

Purified from disease 

That left a ravaged path 

Forging a new way 

For salvation that will last 

  

Chaotic chasm of death 

Atomic half-life left 

Fiery isotope rain 

Searing flesh, agonizing pain 

Chaotic chasm of death 

Atomic half-life left 

Fiery isotope rain 

Searing flesh, agonizing pain 

  

Solo – Hansen/Be Roth 

  

This curse brought on ourselves 

Attrition yields no gains 

For nothing we have suffered 



Enduring unending pain 

Creation devastated 

In darkness all will die 

Nuclear pyromania 

Our deathwish realized 

  

Chaotic chasm of death 

Atomic half-life left 

Fiery isotope rain 

Searing flesh, agonizing pain 

Chaotic chasm of death 

Atomic half-life left 

Fiery isotope rain 

Searing flesh, agonizing pain 

  

  

 



FORSAKEN EXISTENCE 

Lyrics: Brad Kennaugh 

  

A shadow looming over us, now all hope is lost 

It clouds our minds and tries to take control 

We learn we’re not the masters, just passengers on earth 

Our birth is just the first step toward the end 

  

The savagery of life’s design 

A trap from which there’s no escape 

Where is the solace that we seek? 

How can we live when we are at the mercy of fate? 

  

Existence tells a morbid tale, confronting us with fear 

Forsaken souls can’t see the light above 

The beauty that we’re missing from our lost and lonely world 

Can’t be seen when we stare in the abyss 

  

The savagery of life’s design 

A trap from which there’s no escape 

Where is the solace that we seek? 

How can we live when we are at the mercy of fate? 

  

Even when you feel 

That it can’t be real 

You have to take control 

Or it will own your soul 

  

Solo – Hansen/Be Roth 

  

A shadow looming over us, now all hope is lost 

It clouds our minds and tries to take control 

We learn we’re not the masters, just passengers on earth 

Our birth is just the first step toward the end 

  

The savagery of life’s design 

A trap from which there’s no escape 

Where is the solace that we seek? 

How can we live when we are at the mercy of fate? 

  

  

 



LEADING THE BLIND 

Lyrics: Brad Kennaugh 

  

Solo – Hansen 

  

Followers to the shepherds of sin 

Unknowing disciples of deceit 

Your idols betray and plot your demise 

Ensuring their strength keeps us weak 

Worshippers of what you cannot see 

Unable to guide your own way 

Your eyes are closed, cannot see the light 

The world is ours to shape 

  

Fighting back against tyranny 

United we break the chains 

The phoenix rises from the ashes 

But first must come the flames 

  

We turn away time and time again 

Knowledge consumed by ignorance 

Justice weeps for her shattered scales 

Deceived we march along their path 

Corruption is their way of life 

The truth they never will tell 

Poison words we must overcome 

Or blinded we remain in hell 

  

Fighting back against tyranny 

United we break the chains 

The phoenix rises from the ashes 

But first must come the flames 

  

Be not their slave 

With your life they pay 

Under iron-fisted rule 

Power they hold 

But they can’t control 

The will of those who know the truth 

  

Solo – Be Roth/Hansen 

 



FIRE AT EDEN’S GATE 

Lyrics: Erik Hansen, Brad Kennaugh 

  

Solo - Hansen 

  

Tattered dreams in an endless sea of misery 

Fallen from me, my grace and spirituality 

In my mind is wonder in a suspended state 

Wake from the dream, and this world we’ll immolate 

  

Burn 

Cleanse the world around me 

  

Shadows hide our thoughts of what we cannot feel 

We wash our hands in blood to let us know we’re real 

Alone we face the task to obtain clarity 

Search within your soul, ascend to your destiny 

  

Burn 

Cleanse the world around me 

Can’t you see... 

  

Fire at Eden’s gate 

This world we create 

Hollow it seems 

Built on broken dreams 

Fire at Eden’s gate 

This world we create 

Hollow it seems 

Built on broken dreams 

  

Solo – Be Roth/Hansen 

  

Hatred’s in us all, it's what we're trained to be 

A constant fight that feeds our lust for animosity 

The prospects for our future crumbling into dust 

Lay down the swords of vengeance and watch them turn to rust 

  

Fire at Eden’s gate 

This world we create 

Hollow it seems 

Built on broken dreams 

Fire at Eden’s gate 

This world we create 

Hollow it seems 

Built on broken dreams 



INTO THE ABYSS 

Lyrics: Erik Hansen, Brad Kennaugh 

  

Solo – Be Roth 

  

Beyond the veil reveals the face 

Of perceptions not erased 

The eye of minds 

Try to see but we are blind 

Discerning what is truth and lies 

Icy words behind a thin disguise 

The siren’s call 

We resist but are doomed to fall 

  

Into the abyss - Born in fire, clenching your fists 

Into the abyss - Wars rage as we fight to resist 

Into the abyss - Man must choose the path to exist 

Into the abyss 

  

Waging war and swallowing sin 

What we create destroys within 

We draw the line 

And question the will of the divine 

Wisdom’s fire is burning bright 

Open minds to give us light 

Learned from the past 

We see the truth at last 

  

Into the abyss - Born in fire, clenching your fists 

Into the abyss - Wars rage as we fight to resist 

Into the abyss - Man must choose the path to exist 

Into the abyss 

  

Blood and clay, night and day 

Make your mark, ignite the spark 

Tempting fate, death awaits 

Anger churns, freedom burns 

Blackened steel, cannot feel 

Grief and pain, all that remains 

Breaking free, inside of me 

Beating brows, vengeance now 

  

Solo – Hansen/Be Roth 

  

Into the abyss - Born in fire, clenching your fists 

Into the abyss - Wars rage as we fight to resist 

Into the abyss - Man must choose the path to exist 

Into the abyss 



THE HOUR OF THE TIME 

Lyrics: Erik Hansen 

  

Solo – Hansen 

  

Crush the opposition and the weak in your hands 

Confuse the minds of the masses so they can't understand 

  

Seeking the truth to the crisis in your mind 

Preceding the abyss to the final suicide of mankind 

It's the final hour of our time 

  

In the minds of the magi hides the other face 

A sinister pact of evil claws at the heart of the human race 

  

Seeking the truth to the crisis in your mind 

Preceding the abyss to the final suicide of mankind 

It's the final hour of our time 

  

Solo – Hansen/Be Roth 

  

Arrogance and pride seals the fate of our last abide 

Assassinate your mind asphyxiate the thought inside 

  

It’s the final hour of our time - Running out 

It’s the final hour of our time - Running out 

It’s the final hour of our time - Running out 

It’s the final hour of our time - No more 

 



MORTIS EX MACHINA 

Lyrics: Brad Kennaugh 

  

Born into a planet burned to black 

Where humankind was driven underground 

Forced into a fight for our very lives 

Smoke and ashes fill our blackened lungs 

The few survivors in a dying world 

Hanging on the brink of annihilation 

  

We can’t change the past 

But how long can we last? 

  

Machines that we designed control our fate 

Their decision killed our way of life 

We were obsolete, it was our judgment day 

Cities lay in ruin and decay 

Bodies burning in the killing fields 

Menacing red eyes seek out human prey 

  

We can’t change the past 

But how long can we last? 

  

We endure through all the pain 

There’s no fate but what we make 

  

Human mind their enemy – Destiny 

What will become of history – As we bleed 

We only want to stay alive – To survive 

In our hearts the fire burns – Tide will turn 

  

The future is in question 

But we decide and how 

Resilient but weary 

The time to strike is now 

Depopulated planet 

Is the battlefield 

Fight for a new beginning 

Before our fate is sealed 

  

Solo – Be Roth/Hansen 

  

Born into a planet burned to black 

Where humankind became the hunted prey 



Destined to fight, will we all die? 

  

We can’t change the past 

But how long can we last? 

We can’t change the past 

But how long can we last? 

  

We endure through all the pain 

There’s no fate 

We endure through all the pain 

There’s no fate but what we make 
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